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Someone once told me that when I write for engineering magazines, I should write stories for the engineers,
not for their engineering titles. The recognition that
engineers are people first has always stuck with me. And
it’s as true today as when I first heard it a long time ago.
As engineers browsing the Internet, we may visit
several engineering web sites, but as people we sometimes venture further into social networks like YouTube,
MySpace, Facebook, Ning, Twitter, LinkedIn, and other
web-based forums. It’s a little like when people working
in one industry read magazines from other industries.
Stepping outside the box called Title can often give us
a different perspective on things and may even lead to
technology transfer or other forms of exchanging ideas.
So, in the spirit of making Entertainment Engineering
magazine available to more engineers in more places,
we are trying a few new things in 2009.
It really started a few months ago, when Cirque du
Soleil put us on their Facebook page: http://www.face
book.com/KA. Cirque’s link to our latest episode of
EETV featuring their show KA got the magazine noticed
by a wider audience. Engineers and other people who
may not have an engineering degree found us there. So,
we spent some time creating a Facebook page of our
own, which you can see at the following link: http://
www.new.facebook.com/home.php?ref=home#/group.
php?gid=29607272761
Then, someone suggested we try Twitter. Now we
have a growing number of people that follow us through
http://twitter.com/eemagazine, which expands our presence.
You may also want to check out http://blog.entertain
mentengineering.com.
We’d like to know what you think of Entertainment
Engineering. Join us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter,
and use other social networking tools to encourage your
colleagues and friends to review the magazine and provide their feedback to us.

TX, AR

Upper Mid-East: OH, IN, MI
Bruce Wiebusch

Subscriptions:

bruce@entertainmentengineering.com
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PNEumaTiC CoNTroLLEr
Suits applications in entertainment

� Compact, lightweight

microstepping driver

The CMK Series 24 VDC input driver is 62%
lighter and requires 41% less install area
(based on horizontal installation) compared
to our conventional model. This product is
perfect for downsizing your equipment.

Downsize Your
Application with a
Complete, Off-The-Shelf
Microstepping System

33 mm
(1.3 in.)
50.5 mm
(1.99 in.)

65 mm
(2.56 in.)

� CFull range of driver

functions and features
• Five preset step angles
• Operating current can easily be set

with a digital switch

• 1-pulse/2-pulse input mode switching
• Power LED
• Connector with lock (by Molex)
• ±3 arc/min stop accuracy guaranteed

� Low vibration & low noise

Compact • Easy-to-Use • Low Cost
� Wide variety
• Frame sizes from NEMA 11 to NEMA 24
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Comparison of Vibration Characteristics

Comparison of Audible Noise Characteristics
60

CSK266-BT Full Step 1.8º/Step (Conventional model)
CMK266BP Resolution 16 0.1125º/Step (CMK Series)

2

55

Noise [dB]

CMK Series

Vibration Component Voltage Vp-p [V]

The newly designed compact DC boardlevel driver reduces noise and vibration
of your equipment. The 2-phase stepping
motor’s basic step angle (1.8°/step) is
divided by a maximum of 16 (0.1125°/step)
without the use of a reduction mechanism
or other mechanical elements, which allows
for a reduction in noise and vibration.
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The CMK Series motor and driver package comes in five frame sizes of 28 to 60 mm (1.10 to 2.36 in.) as well as four motor types.
Type
High-Torque
Type

Features

�28 mm ( NEMA 11) �35 mm ( NEMA 14) �42 mm (NEMA 17) �50 mm (NEMA 20)

�56.4/60 mm

( NEMA 23/24)

The high-torque motor has higher torque
of approx. 1,5 times compared with the
conventional standard type motor.

ORIENTAL MOTOR is the world leader in motion
control. In addition to our commitment to quality
and service, Oriental Motor provides industryleading delivery. We have over 1,200 of our most
popular motion control products available to ship
same day. For a limited time, place your order
online at www.orientalmotor.com and receive
FREE UPS Ground shipping* on your order.

High-resolution motor offering higher posi-

High-Resolution tioning accuracy with the basic step angle
set to 0.9º/step, which is just half the basic
Type
step angle of the standard type motor.

Standard Type

SH Geared
Type

The basic model offering a good
balance of torque and low vibration/
noise characteristics.
These geared types are effective for
inertia reduction, increasing torque,
higher resolution and suppressing
vibration. Six gear ratios are available.

AC Motors & Gearmotors
Stepping Motor Systems
• Cooling Fans
•

•

•

•

FREE UPS Ground Shipping for Online Orders

*Terms and conditions apply, see website for full details.

Brushless DC Systems
Linear & Rotary Actuators

Call 1-800-418-7903
for more information.

Visit www.orientalmotor.com
for product specifications, CAD files,
and online ordering.

Mini Pan/Tilt
for HD Cameras
With digital television fast approaching, camera manufacturers
are flooding the market with new, lightweight units, but few
companies are providing the professional equipment that goes
with the upcoming change.
completed the design and release of its modular Pan/Tilt
head, trade named Birdy.

New devices, new challenges

The first lightweight Pan/Tilt
head, Birdy, showed up on the
market soon after the need for
such devices became known.

U

p until 2006, the only broadcast-use professional motorized Pan/Tilts in the market were
very heavy. This is because the equipment was
built to hold analog video cameras, which could weigh
as much as 50 kg and up. With February 2009 approaching, the final day of transition for digital TV, the leading
HD camera manufacturers, Sony and Panasonic, have
flooded the US market with new lightweight HD digital
cameras, such as HDR-FX1 and AG-HVX200, respectively. These new, HD cameras weigh less than 4.5 kg,
and that weight continues to drop as the use of flash
memory storage devices continue to rise.
At the moment the demand became clear, Video
Robotics (Gardena, CA) reacted to the need of being
able to deliver small, lightweight, and professional quality Pan/Tilt heads. Soon afterwards, Video Robotics

Although the company has over 15 years experience
in building OEM motion control systems for video and
TV broadcasting industries, the initial design and development of a new Pan/Tilt head represented various challenges for their design team. They needed to design a
unit that was lightweight and easy to manufacture, while
still providing a solid look and feel. Internally, the team
had to provide an extraordinarily smooth motor control,
minimize the noise from the gear transmission, and
minimize backlash. Other challenges included extending
the remote distance to at least 1000 feet, and separating
the Pan and Tilt into independent modules in order to
minimize overall costs. This meant that they’d have to
break the traditional look of existing Pan/Tilt heads and
develop something completely new.
Video Robotics used what they call a “right parts
selection process,” which allowed them to select a tubing structure that easily solved three of the challenges:
minimizing weight, easy assembly of the modules, and
provided a solid look and feel to the end product.
The most challenging task was choosing the right gear
transmission and motor. According to Stefan Stanev,
System Design Engineer, “Our prototypes used only a
planetary gear head due to the compact size and cylindrical shape that fits easily into the tubes. But, if not
balanced properly, the Tilt load was able to move the
gear head when in a still position. Not only that, but the

The Maxon motor and gear head combination provided the perfect fit and function for Video Robotic’s Pan/Tilt heads.
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To help reduce noise, an axially extended
coupling was custom-designed using rubber
as a separating media.

diameter was too large and the output backlash was too
high for professional Pan/Tilt usage. We tried using a
worm gear head, but that didn’t work out either. Neither
method worked on its own.”
At the end, the company decided to use both types of
gear heads, thereby separating the gear transmission into
two stages: a small worm gear head as the output stage
and a small planetary gear head as the input stage. This
choice, in turn, provided them with all the advantages
from both gear head types, while virtually eliminating
many of their disadvantages.
The first and main requirement was that both the
motor and the planetary gear head had to fit into a
28mm internal diameter tubing. Secondly, the stall
torque of the motor had to be a minimum of 200mNm in
order to move easily and smoothly at very slow speeds
and to reach the desired maximum speed (30°/sec. or
faster) — all this while carrying a 4.5 kg (10 lb) camera.
“We searched across all known small motor manufacturers, but only Maxon Precision Motor was able
to provide a motor that met our requirements,” Stefan
said. “The specifications for model RE26 well surpassed
those of the competitors. The stall torque of 226 mNm
and the 26mm diameter of the motor was a perfect fit to
our application.”
Unfortunately, the gear heads that had to fit this motor
were the same or above the motor’s diameter. Video
Robotics needed a smaller gear head diameter in order
to have the space for the sound insulation required in
the design. “We called Maxon’s local rep and were surprised and impressed with the fast, expert solution he

provided,” Stefan said. Maxon was able to match the
small diameter planetary gear heads to bigger diameter
motors in applications where the motor did not exceed
the gear head torque, such as in the Video Robotics
application. Furthermore, to reduce the audible noise
from the planetary gear head, Maxon used a combination of plastic and metal planetary gears, without significantly sacrificing the output torque. The use of a smaller
diameter planetary gear head gave Video Robotics an
additional advantage of using more insulating material
to further reduce any audible noise. To eliminate more
noise from the gear transmission, the motor and planetary gear head were mounted using custom-designed
and molded rubber fasteners.
Designing the worm gear head also had its challenges.
A unique adjusting and locking mechanism had to be
designed to reduce the backlash of the worm gear transmission to a minimum. Also, to even further reduce the
noise that resulted between the planetary gear heads’
output shafts and the worm gears’ input shafts, a unique
axially extended coupling was custom-designed using
rubber as a separating media.
To achieve professional quality smooth motion of
the Pan/Tilt head, while improving upon the standard
joystick design used across the industry, Video Robotics
designed a triple antilogarithmic schematic (TAS) to
control the motors. The TAS design eliminated the use
of additional control knobs for setting maximum speed,
as is used by proportional motor control from other
manufacturers. TAS works like this: the first two thirds
of the joystick movement will move the camera at very
www.EntertainmentEngineering.com
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The multi-camera control console operates
pan, tilt, zoom, focus, iris, power,
and record functions for the customer.

Standard Sizes
Infinite Possibilities
AUTOMATION CABLE CARRIERS

Call for Our
NEW CD &
Brochure

• Complete line of carriers designed for the automation industry.
• Standard sizes, easily modified for custom applications.
• Ideal for high speeds and accelerations.

slow and very smooth speeds; thereafter, further joystick
movement will progressively accelerate the camera to
faster speeds, up to the maximum speed.

Why is this a better product
now?

Going back to the analog style of control, Video
Robotics was able to reduce production costs and simplify the operation of the system — without forcing the
user to have to learn software — while still achieving a
premiere quality and performance level at a very competitive price.
The Birdy Pan/Tilt has countless special features that
benefit the users experience and control. One example
is the use of a special sensing schematic, which prevents
the cameras from creeping when the joystick is not in
use – a feature not available in other same-class Pan/Tilt
devices. Additional features that outperform competitors
include true smooth motion, compact size (175 mm x
90 mm x 260 mm), lightweight (2 kg), and one-minute
assembly from the box. A multi-camera control console
is also available to users.

MOST DIVERSE LINE OF CARRIERS
IN THE INDUSTRY.

For More Information Click Below:
Maxon Home >
Video Robotics Home >

A & A Mfg. Co., Inc.

(800) 394-1547
Fax: (262) 786-3280 • Sales@Gortrac.com

www.gortrac.com
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Survivor: The Ride
Alluring tropical landscapes, pulsating jungle sounds,
and heart-pounding, nonstop excitement at every turn.
Paramount’s Great America unveils the world’s first
reality rollercoaster, Survivor The Ride! Based on the
Emmy-award-winning CBS series Survivor, this highly
interactive attraction blends the drama of the show’s
past episodes with classic theme park thrills.
Take an incredible journey past fiery, 40-foot tall
torches, captivating tribal relics, and lushly exotic surroundings that look and feel just like the remote settings
you’ve seen on Survivor. Experience a Survivor-like
endurance immunity challenge or relive the show’s most
spellbinding moments through the photo montages of
past Survivor episodes. You’ll join one of two tribes,
and then face off through exuberant tribal chants and
ritual dance. Native masks are rigged to spray you with
a cool surprise. Then, board a giant circular vessel, with
a fiercely towering mask at its hub. You’ll sit facing
outward and experience a riveting rocking and spinning
as the platform swirls along a wave-like track, all while
crisscrossing rugged terrain and climbing hills up to five
stories tall.
Audio for the ride is sourced from an Alcorn McBride
Digital Binloop. The Digital Binloop is the industry
standard for theme park audio reproduction. It provides
up to 32 tracks of Digital Audio in a compact, economical, and highly reliable package designed for continuous
daily use with no maintenance.
It plays 16 and 24-bit WAV or AIFF files at up to
96KHz, or MPEG-2 video at up to 15Mbps. Each
cage accommodates up to 16 reproducer cards. Audio
or video clips are stored on Compact Flash media, so
there are absolutely no moving parts to wear out. Each
card can hold hours of audio. Files are simply copied, thousands of them, if required, from a PC to the
CompactFlash card. Monophonic audio files can be
independently assigned to the left and right channels of
each reproducer, so the 32 tracks really are completely
independent.

World’s first reality ride.

The primary difference between the Digital Binloop
and other reproducers is its awareness of show synchronization and control issues. It locks to NTSC or PAL
video sync, and reads or generates linear time-code at
many different SMPTE and EBU rates.
Controlling a Digital Binloop is simple. It responds
to contact closures, RS-232, MIDI, and Ethernet
(2Q2007) — all simultaneously. Reproducer cards or
whole Binloops can be grouped to respond to the same
command, allowing a single event to control hundreds
of tracks. Unbalanced, balanced and digital AES/EBU
audio outputs are standard. A 32 channel CobraNet output option is also available. Composite and component
outputs are standard, and SDI (SMPTE-259M) digital
video is also available. When playing video, each of the
sixteen tracks may be multiplexed with stereo or Dolby
AC3 audio. For users who don’t need 24-bit audio or
Cobranet, consider the video binloop, a similar product
for less demanding installations.

For More Information Click Below:
Alcorn applications >
> CBS home >

Alcorn home >
Alcorn products
Survivor >

www.EntertainmentEngineering.com
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Hydraulic technology

gives theatre multiple configurations
Theatre design has a flexible thrust stage and other advances in theatrical technology

The Great Lakes Theater Festival (GLTF), a classic
theater company in Cleveland, Ohio, unveiled a unique
design for the Hanna Theater at Playhouse Square, the
Festival’s future permanent home. This single thetre
now offers a variety of seating options and social interaction opportunities that encourage audience engagement with one another and with the art form, while
simultaneously enabling each visitor to self-define their
experience at the theater. Hydraulic technology makes it
possible.
“This is a truly remarkable design,” said Charles
Fee, GLTF Producing Artistic Director. “The creative

10
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opportunities that the re-imagined Hanna Theatre will
afford our artists, our audiences and our community
are absolutely extraordinary. What is particularly exciting for us as a company is that the design of our new
home is really a metaphor for the kind of work that we
do on stage each season…re-imagining classics. We
are thrilled to be able to bring this same commitment
and creative spirit to bear on the design of Cleveland’s
future home for the classics.
The Hanna theatre’s new signature attributes include
a fully-flexible, hydraulic, thrust stage in three sections
and an automatic structurally independent fly system,
an engineering “first” designed by architecture firm
Westlake Reed Leskosky.
The “Parker Hannifin Stage” has three sections underwritten by Parker Hannifin Corporation
(Cleveland, OH) that will allow ultimate flexibility and
maximum audience impact. The theater will function
in two radically different configurations – a one room
thrust and a two room proscenium theater – supporting
many genres of presentation from Shakespeare to the
American musical comedy and from theater to other art
forms such as music, opera, and dance. With a push of
a button, the Parker Hannifin Stage can descend to floor
level to restore the theater to a proscenium, or picture
frame, orientation and descend below the house floor
to create a fully equipped orchestra pit capable of housing a complete ensemble. The hydraulic stage can even

raise and lower sets and actors during performances.
The automatic, structurally independent fly system is said to be an engineering
first pioneered by the project’s architecture firm Westlake Reed Leskosky. It will
equip the new Hanna Theatre stage house with 48 fully automated, motor-driven
line-sets enabling a dynamic range of set change, scenic design, and storage possibilities. It is the first theater in the region to employ such technologies. This engineering feat will infuse the Hanna Theatre with state-of-the-art theatrical technologies
and simultaneously allow the project’s designers to preserve the Hanna Theatre’s

“The Hanna theatre’s new signature attributes
include a fully-flexible, hydraulic, thrust stage
in three sections and an automatic structurally
independent fly system...”
historic stage-house.
Timothy K. Pistell, Chair of GLTF’s Re-Imagine a Classic campaign and
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of Cleveland-based Parker
Hannifin Corporation, emphasized the project’s positive impact on the region. “It
is clear that the Theater District is an important economic driver for downtown
Cleveland, making this region an extraordinary place to live and do business. An
investment in revitalizing one of our historic theaters is good for the future of
Cleveland and for the future of Great Lakes Theater Festival.”
The re-imagined Hanna Theatre’s new thrust theater orientation, one in which the
audience is seated on three sides of the actors’ playing area, will create a unique
experience for our region where audiences are effectively seated in the same room as
the performers. The new Hanna Theatre’s 550-seat thrust configuration will afford
its audiences an exciting and uniquely intimate theater experience. The furthest seat
from the stage is eleven rows. Patrons will choose from a variety of seating opportunities ranging from traditional theater seats and club chairs to banquettes and private
box seating. Guests will self-define their encounter with the event in order to maximize their evening’s enjoyment whether spending time with friends, colleagues or
family.
Paul Westlake, FAIA, principal in charge and principal designer of Westlake Reed
Leskosky, described the project as a “re-imagination” as opposed to a “renovation.”
“While our office has worked on many theater facilities, this is the first project that
employs a design strategy that integrates the artist and audience experience into one
realm and dissolves the formal separation between the social experience of the lobby
and the artistic experience of the stage. The design is very contemporary in its attitude.”

For More Information Click Below:

Parker Home >
Parker Hydraulics

>
www.EntertainmentEngineering.com
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Software Makes

Madagasgar 2
More Effect-ive

Producers Mireille Soria (“Madagascar”) and Mark Swift (“Bee Movie”)
rely on proprietary 3D software for 2nd installment in the series
Philippe Gluckman, the returning visual effects supervisor for Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa, thought that the
effects in the first film had been difficult to achieve…
until he realized the challenges that lay ahead for him in
the first movie’s sequel.
“To create all the jungle in the first one, with the
density of plants—at the time, it was a big achievement, particularly since it was jungle plus crowds and
things like fur. But in some ways the jungle before—
even though there were a lot of plants—it would mask
the view after a certain point and, therefore, you didn’t
have to produce as many plants just because they would
be obscured. But the landscapes in this film, because
it’s so much more open that you see basically all the
way to the horizon, the element that probably becomes
the most complex is actually the grass. You see grass
all the way to the horizon. You also see crowds going
all the way into the distance. And the grass is very difficult, because basically, the computer has to generate
every single blade of grass…and that becomes just a lot
12
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of data to handle.”
As a result of the African trip, Gluckman also realized that not only would the expansive sky prove problematic, so, too, would the clouds that sometimes dot
and, at other times, overwhelm the space. He particularly found the way the clouds were lit to be fascinating—
“there’s an element of unpredictability to it all.”
To help replicate this unpredictable Mother Nature
and her mercurial way of playing with light and clouds,
proprietary software was created that could produce the
clouds themselves as 3D elements, which then allowed
the computers to light them—as difficult and as memory-consuming a task as it was.
He continues, “We pushed the limits of technology,
trying to get the light to shine through the cloud to get a
unique translucent behavior. This brought us some really amazing images that either were used directly, where
the clouds are actually 3D elements, or were used as the
basis for the painters to start with. And it gave us looks
that were really fascinating.”

The three-dimensional clouds are much more computationally expensive and technically challenging. But to
really give the sense of scale and size, and to see these
rolling shapes playing against each other in perspective
is something that’s very difficult to do with a painting or a backdrop. The three-dimensional clouds gave
Producers Soria and Swift the opportunity to really
bring the sky to life, while giving it the same kind of
scope and scale and perspective that they were
getting on landscapes in Africa.
But to incorporate those clouds into the frames, and
have them actually support the composition of the
frame, the job fell to the matte painters, this crew of
incredibly talented matte painters who come in and create the skies, which can move and reflect light as well.
Two-thirds of our screen in much of the movie is
domed with this sky, so they really relied heavily on the
matte painters to support the sets we built and the compositions of the frame.
Into those frames, other challenges would wander—
like thousands of animals—and others would simply be
there—like moving water or, perhaps even more problematically, a billion blades of grass.
This three-foot grass does more than just cover the
Savanna, it also has to ‘act’—compact under hooves
and footfalls, part when animals are passing. Again,
technology to the rescue, with another system to grow
and individually control these blades of grass.
This sort of advancement made the original film
seem light years ago, as the characters of “Madagascar”
couldn’t pick up an object or touch their hair in the
beginning of the first film. DreamWorks computer artisans kept pushing the possibilities and advancing—the
characters had moving hair and when they fell on the
ground, the hair could compress.
Head of effects Scott Peterson offers, “We do a lot
with the grass. Where it’s trickiest is actually where the
grass meets up with the characters. We had to put animation into the grass, so that if a character is stepping
on it, the grass is reacting properly, and we found out
that making the grass collide properly actually doesn’t
look very good. So we have to embellish it with lots of
almost very directed wind—this gives it a secondary
motion.”
Such careful effects treatment of things like grass,

foliage animation and dust is called an invisible
effect—invisible in the sense that it should organically
fit into the scene without pulling attention.
Countless hours are spent attempting to make such
animation real and integral to the scene. Something else
that has to be carefully engineered is crowd control,
which would become especially important to all of the
herds of animals at play on the African savanna.
It’s a challenge, both creatively and technically, to
animate these big populations in a way that feels natural
and organic. But even more difficult is getting characters to pop off of these big masses of animals. You
know, zebras are designed with black and white stripes
for a very specific reason—that’s so when they’re running in a herd, you can’t pick out one from the other.
So being able to pick Marty out— sometimes we’d put
him in a little more light, or darken the other zebras
with dust or dirt, or drop them out of focus a little bit.
We ended up creating the same challenges for ourselves
that Mother Nature intentionally creates—we drop our
lions into the very authentic African savanna, and sud-

denly, where’d they go? You can’t find him, because he
does what he’s supposed to do, which is blend in with
this grass so the prey can’t see him. So we had to do
things to bring up the color of our lions and knock back
the color of the grasses so that we could defy Mother
Nature and actually see our characters onscreen.” Such
involved work to capture all the detail and movement
gave “Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa” an unintended
record over the preceding film. It took 12 million render
hours to complete “Madagascar,” while the follow-up
would require close to 30 million to complete.

For More Information Click Below:

Dreamworks Home >
Paramount Home >

www.EntertainmentEngineering.com
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The West Coast’s

Largest Advanced Design &
Manufacturing Trade Show

February 10–12, 2009
Anaheim Convention Center • Anaheim, CA

Find Real Solutions and Meet Leading
Suppliers In Every Category:
CAD/CAM/CAE Software
Rapid Prototyping
Automation and Assembly
Contract Manufacturing
and Engineering
Enterprise Software
Components
Electronics
Packaging
Testing Equipment
and Services
...and much more!
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For information on attending or exhibiting, please visit

PacDesignShow.com
Register online for FREE expo hall admission using Promo Code: AB

Produced and managed by CANON COMMUNICATIONS LLC
11444 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064-1549 • Tel: 310/445-4200 • Fax: 310/996-9499

Autodesk to Acquire Softimage
See our Softimage rapid prototyping story from the movie Iron Man
at www.entertainmentengineering.com/v5.issue05

Autodesk, Inc. and Avid Technology, Inc. announced that they have signed an agreement for
Autodesk to acquire Avid’s Softimage business unit.
Softimage develops 3D technology for the film,
television and games markets. Its flagship product
is SOFTIMAGE|XSI, an extensible 3D animation
software solution used by leading media and entertainment companies, including Digital Domain,
Ubisoft, SEGA Corporation, CAPCOM, Animal

industry to Autodesk Media & Entertainment. Both
will help us accelerate the work of our Games Technology Group, as we build the next-generation of
real-time, interactive 3D authoring tools for games,
film, and television.” Autodesk intends to continue
developing and selling Softimage’s core product
line, while integrating certain Softimage technology

“Softimage has been developing
state-of-the-art 3D technology
for more than 20 years, and
its products are recognized as
best-of-breed in the entertainment industry,”
Logic and The Mill. Autodesk Media & Entertainment provides animation, visual effects, editing/finishing and color grading solutions for the 3D market, including entertainment and design industries.
“Softimage has been developing state-of-the-art 3D
technology for more than 20 years, and its products
are recognized as best-of-breed in the entertainment
industry,” said Marc Petit, senior vice president, Autodesk Media & Entertainment. “Upon the completion of this acquisition we will be adding Softimage technology and products to our portfolio, and
welcoming one of the most talented teams in the

into future versions of Autodesk solutions and products. Petit added: “We plan to maintain and grow
the Softimage product line, and through Autodesk
FBX provide better interoperability between Softimage products, 3ds Max, and Autodesk Maya.

For More Information Click Below:
New Softimage Home >

Autodesk home >
Iron Man Story >

www.EntertainmentEngineering.com
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CoLD Saw

PLayS a kEy roLE
iN ThE ThEaTrE
Students connect the theatre
to the production, control,
or utilization of energy,
and motion in systems
found in cars, trucks,
airplanes, and trains

There is an old saying in theatre that there are no
small parts, only small actors. The same could be said
for backstage in the scene shop. To most people, a cutoff saw would be a “bit player” in the process of set
construction. But to Phillip Miller, Technical Director
at the Kalamazoo Civic Theatre in Kalamazoo, MI, the
right cutoff saw plays a vital role in the fast, efficient
creation of everything from set pieces and flats to stage
platforms.
“We put on many shows, with a limited staff and a
limited amount of time for set construction,” said Miller.
“The old style abrasive cutoff saw wasn’t efficient.”
Miller explained that a typical abrasive saw was not
totally accurate and the cut was not clean and smooth.
This necessitated a secondary deburring operation to
grind the end of the metal section prior to welding.
Miller’s choice was Model C315/350 cold saw from
Kalamazoo Machine Tool. The saw delivered a precise,
straight-edged cut, and the jaw clamping feature with
preset stops enabled Miller’s staff to make multiple copies of pieces without any grinding. “The time efficiency
is critical here because we have two theatres,” said
Miller. “Often we have only a week to build a complete
set.”
The Kalamazoo Civic Theatre comprises the main
500-seat proscenium stage theatre and the separate,
16
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more intimate 180-seat Suzanne D. Parish Theatre.
While the proscenium stage in the main theatre is fixed,
each set can require numerous flats to create walls
and other scenic elements. The set requirements for
the Parish Theatre vary by the performance but could
include platforms of varying heights. Most of these set
pieces are constructed using 3/8-inch to 1/2-inch square
structural 16-gauge tube and C-channel.
“When you have a lot of steel to cut, you want accuracy from the first piece to the last,” said Miller. “We
even use the KMT cold saw to cut pipe. It’s easier than
using a pipe cutter.” Miller went on to add that KMT’s
customer service was just as important to him as the
saw’s performance. “If we ever need a part, Murphy’s
Law will make sure we need it yesterday.”
At Lehigh University in Bethlehem, PA, 50 miles
north of Philadelphia, the cold saw takes on an expanded role in the Design Arts Department. There, the KMT
Model C316 saw is used primarily by the Mechanical
Engineering and Mechanics Department.
“Occasionally we do some work for the theatre
department,” said Brian Slocum, Managing Director of
the Design Laboratories in the Design Arts Department.
“The theatre department has an abrasive saw and they
are very jealous of our cold saw.”
Slocum added that their desire to have their own cold

creative

“ The secret of all effective
saw stems from its recognized
benefits: cleaner cuts, lower noise and longer blade
life.
The Design Labs also provide art students with the
facilities to produce art projects such as sculpture.
For cutting tubular and shaped metal the cold saw
is unmatched. “Unlike abrasive saws which exhibit
blade deflection, the cold saw produces a straight,
square cut that welds easily for a more uniform
appearance,” said Slocum.
But the major role for the cold saw is in conjunction with the Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics
Department, where students explore the production,
control, or utilization of energy and motion in systems found in cars, trucks, airplanes, and trains. To
provide students with a real-world experience, Lehigh
University has entered into a relationship with a number of major corporations, fabricating a wide range of
fixtures and prototypes.
One example was a major American automobile
company who wanted to test a new type device that
would remotely open a car door for the owner who
might have an armful of packages. While the auto
company supplied the actual door, students in the
Design Labs fabricated the entire doorframe and supports to enable testing various approaches to perfecting the device.
As with the Kalamazoo Civic Theatre, the KMT
cold saw plays a small role in the overall success of
Lehigh University’s Design Arts Department. “But
when you have engineers from Fortune 100 companies looking at your work,” said Slocum “It had better
look good.”

of new and tricky words and
pictures, but one of putting
familiar words and pictures
into new relationships. “
Leo Burnett (1891-1971)

magazines
e-zines
catalogs
logos
a graphic design company

For More Information Click Below:

KMT Saw >
www.EntertainmentEngineering.com
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Video Game

Goes to Film

The HAc13X4.5B is small, light, and fast.
Because it can be used in some crazy configurations — straight up, upside down, or flying
through the air — there are no limits to its use.
Several Fujinon Cine-Style lenses were used on the
set of the feature film, Tekken, which is based on the
hugely popular video game series. The movie is the
story of a young man who discovers he holds a great
power and must battle a team of elite fighters who will
stop at nothing in order to get the power from him.
The production company, Crystal Sky Pictures,
chose several Fujinon lenses for the project: the
HA42X13.5BERD Super Telephoto ENG style lens,
HAc15X7.3B Compact High Performance Cine Zoom,
and HAc13X4.5B Compact Cine-Style Super Wide
Angle zoom lenses mounted on Sony F23 cameras.
Fujinon lenses were used for the shoot because they
offer more focal lengths, better hand-held and user control at both the operator and engineer’s end. The F23
HD camera provides clean edges and high quality to

consistently make beautiful pictures.
Evidence of the durability of the lenses was demonstrated during one of the film’s more dramatic fight
sequences. For this scene, the story line called for
one character to leap from a high platform down onto
another actor. To achieve this shot, the actor handled the
camera in order to capture his point of view as he flew
down from his position. He was hooked up to a harness,
handed the camera, and was able to get the shot in one
take.

For More Information Click Below:
>
>

Fujinon home
Tekken home

Pneumatic Controller

Includes Onboard Valve Driver
Single controller suits applications in entertainment and other industries
Enfield Technologies designed the LS-C41 for control
of position, motion, flow, force, or pressure in highperformance pneumatic systems such as those found in
laboratory test and measurement, industrial automation,
animatronics, and medical equipment/devices.
With the LS-C41 pneumatics system controller,
Enfield Technologies now offers control systems engineers a high-speed, high-accuracy analog PID controller, paired with an efficient PWM-based valve driver.
This hybrid controller/driver maximizes the performance of the company’s LS and M2 driverless valves.
The LS-C41 features multiple PID and feed forward
options and “Nested Loop” control architecture. Its
adjustable gain, deadband and dither frequency allow
the user full control of the application.

For More Information Click Below:

Enfield home >
Hybrid PID Controller/Driver
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